
Irregularities in execution and payment in work contract at DBG 
 

During the check a work of "Supply, designing and installation of high 
pressure water jet coach cleaning plant with laying of high pressure seamless 
pipe" it was observed that the work was basically Engineering and Electrical in 
nature however, same was executed and supervised by Mechanical 
department. Combined tender was called without obtaining tender schedule 
and condition from respective departments regarding relevant specification and 
technical compatibility leading to non inclusion of valid electrical license in 
Tender Notice. 
 

The tender was initiated by mechanical department officers of division in 
which similar nature of work was not defined. However, as per Railway Board's 
No 94/CE-I/CT/4 dated 23.11.2006, " Similar nature of work should be clearly 
defined by the PHOD on open line and nominated Chief Engineer/CSTE/CEE 
on construction organization of the Zonal Railways and should be strictly 
followed and the same should be indicated in the NIT/tender document also." 
Thus it is clear violation of Railway Board's letter and the TC and the accepting 
authority has also not stated anything in the TC minutes regarding defining the 
similar nature of work. 
 

As per the agreement 60% payment to be made on receipt of material at 
site against proof of receipt and inspection by Railway representative. As per 
challan, supply of material costing to Rs 31,70,570/- has been taken. 
SSE(C&W) and AME(C&W) recommended for release of 60% payment (Rs 
19,02,342/-) 
against this supply. During check it was found that complete material was not 
supplied against which recommendation for 60% payment was done. Out of Rs 
31,70,570/- material costing to Rs 21,12,448/- was not supplied by the 
agency. In the list of non-supplied items, consists one single item (major value 
item) of seamless pipe costing of Rs 16,01,250/- was neither installed at site 
nor was available in Railway premises or in contractor's godown. 
 
 

All the composite work was executed by SSE(C&W) and AME(C&W) and 
during execution, no test certificate or inspection certificate were taken. The 
material were neither passed by any official in any material passing register nor 
any record certifying that the material supplied are as per specification was 
maintained. Even 60% payment for supply of Civil Engineering material like 
HYSD bar, cement and foundation of DG set were also released which are not 
permissible as per extent rule. Civil Engineering work was executed without 
any approved general arrangement and detailed drawing. No record for 
consumption of civil engineering material like HYSD bar, cement was 
maintained. 
 



Further, without any detailed measurements and recording in 
measurement book on account bill was released on invoice prepared by 
contractor in which only item its rate, quantity and amount was recorded. In 
the 1st on account bill Security deposit 10% of the bill was also not deducted 
by executive and same 
was passed by accounts also. Standard performa for preparation of bill as 
mentioned in Engineering Code (Performa E-1337 or E-1338) was also not 
used. In this case technical check of MB was also not conducted by executive 
department. 
 

After completion of work on demanding from vigilance department about 
the details of cost of the works & materials used in this Contract, details of 
measurement was recorded on MB and according to which Rs 2,91,494/- was 
paid excess to the contractor. Case is under process for taking suitable DAR 
action against the concerned officials. 


